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Implementation Guide Overview 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide you with an understanding of how JobWatch and Sage 
50 work together and communicate so that you are able to plan and execute the changes that will 
need to be made to your data to support the synchronisation between the two.  
 
Irrespective of the version you have purchased of the JobWatch Sage 50 integration tool (standard 
or advanced), the changes detailed in this document will be required to support the integration 
software. 
 
The areas that will need to be considered, and which are detailed in this guide, are: 
 

• Contact Changes; and 

• Setup Configuration changes 
 

Integration Types 
 

Standard Integration 
The standard version of the integration tool synchronises sales invoices and credit notes between 
JobWatch and Sage 50 only.  The integration tool requires that if a sales invoice or credit note is 
entered for a customer in JobWatch, the contact record must either have a valid account reference 
or, be linked to a parent contact that has a valid account reference.  
 

Advanced Integration 
The advanced version of the integration tool synchronises nominal codes, departments, contacts, 
sales invoices/credit notes and purchase orders, sales receipts in line with the options available and 
selected by the end-user. 
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How to Prepare Your Data 
 
Contacts 
Within JobWatch, all contacts are referred to as a contact, within Sage 50 they are either a customer 
or a supplier.  This means that before any data will intergrate the activities in this guide must be 
undertaken.   
 
In order to have a successful integration of customers and suppliers all must have a unique identifier 
to ensure there are no issues with the data exchange.  In terms of Sage this is the account reference.   
It is important to note that only the main account address and contact details will integrate with 
JobWatch.  If you have customers and suppliers with more than one address within JobWatch, this 
data will not synchronise as it does not have its own account reference (which we would not expect it 
to have, otherwise it would be a main account in its own right).   
 
Within JobWatch alternative addresses are called Site Contacts and they always belong to what 
JobWatch refers to as a Parent Contact Record.  Within Sage they are your alternative addresses that 
could be Registered Office, Delivery Address, Site Address etc. 
 
Q)  What does this mean? 
A)  We synchronise Sage customer or supplier account records with JobWatch contacts.  We do 

not synchronise customer or supplier alternative addresses (delivery/sites/depots). 
 
Q)  What about the other contacts (delivery/sites / depots)? 
A)  You will have contacts in JobWatch that are customers or suppliers, who are the site contacts, 

but they will not be a main account in Sage 50.  These must all be linked to a parent contact 
in JobWatch therefore an exercise to do this prior to integration is necessary.   
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JobWatch Contact Group Types 
 
Whether you are new to JobWatch or an existing customer, contacts will be one of the following types.   

• Prospect – a potential customer 

• Supplier – provider of goods/services to your business 

• Customer – an account customer – someone to whom you supply/sell your goods and services to.   

• Customer – sites – not an account customer but a site that you provide a service/sell goods to that 
is linked to an account/parent customer.   

 
All contacts will fall into one of the above group types.  As part of the pre-integration activity 
requirements, all contact records must be one of the above group types.  It is not possible to have any 
mixed classification on one record – for example, a customer can only be a customer not a customer 
and a supplier.  Sage 50 will only recognise them as one or the other therefore the JobWatch data 
must reflect the same. 
 
Example: 
 
You have customer ABC Limited in JobWatch as a contact already.  You buy from them (they are a 
supplier) and you also sell to them (they are a customer).  They also have multiple sites.  
 
JobWatch set up is currently: 
 
ABC Limited – Main contact company – buy and sell from this contact 
Site 1 – Delivery address A for sale of shoeboxes (sales contact site) 
Site 2 – Delivery address B for sale of shoes (sales contact site) 
Site 3 – Delivery address C for purchase of shoelaces (purchase contact site) 
 
To work with the Sage 50 integration you would need to have: 
 
ABC Limited – Customer Group in JobWatch – Parent Company 
ABC Limited – Supplier Group in JobWatch – Parent Company 
 
Site 1 – would belong to the parent company in the customer account/group 
Site 2 – would belong to the parent company in the customer account/group 
Site 3 – would belong to the parent company in the supplier account/group 
 
Essentially, customers and suppliers must have a different contact records even if they are the same 
company and any alternative address that is associated with that contact record must be associated 
with the correct parent company.  Each parent company will have its own unique reference number 
which will be the Sage account reference number. 
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Setting up the contact references 
Once the contacts have been organised into the correct groups, the next stage is to ensure that each 
JobWatch account contact exists in Sage 50 and has a valid up to and including 8-digit unique account 
reference.  It is important to remember that a customer must have a customer account number from 
Sage and a supplier must have a suppler account number from Sage. 
 
The questions and answers below will help to guide you through the method to follow to undertake 
this exercise. 
 
Q)  How can I check my contact accounts against Sage 50? 
A)  Complete the following: 

1. Export the list of JobWatch contacts from the customers group to excel. 
2. Export a list of customers from Sage 50 to excel.   
3. Compare the two lists and import any missing contacts into JobWatch or enter missing 

contacts into Sage 50. 
4. Enter any missing account references against the JobWatch contact record.   
5. Repeat for suppliers if required (this is only for the advanced version). 

 
For ease, we ask that you enter the contact account reference against the contact reference field 
located against a contact record in the general tab (example below).   For information purposes - this 
field is not actually used for the synchronisation routine, it allows us to move the account reference 
to a new field when we come to switch the integration on.  
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When the integration routine is run the process reads the account reference which was stored in the 
CRM record => Financials => Terms section. 
 

 
 
These fields are only exposed when the financial type setting in JobWatch is set to Sage 50 or Sage 50 
(with invoice referencing).  
 
As part of the integration process, we move the account reference from the contact reference field 
and store this in the account reference field.  The contact reference field, once it has served this 
purpose, becomes available for another type of reference (not compulsory) and is independent of the 
account reference. 
  

Inactive Customers and Suppliers in Sage 50 
 
If  you have inactive customers and suppliers in Sage 50, they will be excluded when the data 
integration routine is run.  You do not need to include them in the data exercise detailed above. 
 

Customers that exist in Sage 50 but not in JobWatch – I.e. Cash Sales 
The integration routine caters for these types of account records in Sage 50 by adding an option 
setting in the user interface. 
 

Customers that are in a different currency 
There is currently no currency assigned to a contact record which means that all contacts are 
created in Sage 50 based on the currency of the company.  The country is also not synchronised 
which means that any contact created that does not match the currency of the customer or supplier 
in Sage 50 will require its currency amending and the country code changing to reflect the country.  
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Financial Setup Configuration  
 

Sales Invoicing - Integration Options 
 
When synchronising the sales invoice to Sage 50, you can either post the invoice directly to the sales 
ledger or you can create a detailed invoice in the invoice and credits module.   
 
Direct 
When posting JobWatch sales invoice or sales credit notes directly to the sales ledger in Sage 50, the 
invoice reference used for the transaction is generated by JobWatch. This is because Sage 50 does not 
generate a reference to send back to JobWatch. 
 
When posting a JobWatch sales invoice or credit note to Sage 50 directly to the sales ledger, you can 
print the invoice in JobWatch at any point.  The reason for this is, is because the invoice number does 
not change.  
 
Detailed 
When posting a JobWatch sales invoice or credit note to Sage 50, the invoice or credit note is posted 
to the sales invoice and credits module, creating a duplicate copy of the JobWatch invoice/credit note.   
The JobWatch sales invoice generates its own temporary invoice number; when posting the invoice to 
Sage 50, Sage will generate the invoice number and it will assign it to the sales invoice/credit note.  
This number is then passed back to the JobWatch invoice/credit note to ensure that the two 
transactions are synchronised. 
 
When you post a sales invoice/credit note from JobWatch to Sage 50 to the sales invoice and credits 
module, you must wait for the invoice to synchronise before being able to post.  This means that the 
JobWatch invoice/credit note must wait until the invoice number has been overwritten by the one 
obtained from Sage. 
 
When posting an invoice directly to the sales ledger or detailed to the invoice and credits module, you 
can specify to use the JobWatch job order number that is created against a Job (as shown below).   

 
   
When posting an invoice directly to the sales ledger in Sage 50 (direct), the job order number (in the 
above screenshot) is passed to the field “Ex. Ref”.   
 
When posting an invoice to the invoice and credits module in Sage 50 (detailed), the job order number 
(in the above screenshot) is added to the customer order number field.  When updating the invoice in 
Sage 50, this field is not brought through. 
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It is important to note that the order number is assigned to the financial transaction that is raised 
against the individual job.  It does not use the Job Group order number.  
 
Prior to integration you must also ensure you have considered and understand the synchronistion 
options available to you and selected the method which is most appropriate for you. 
 

Other Considerations 
Prior to synchronising financial transactions with Sage 50, the information below should also be in 
place within JobWatch: 
 

• Nominal codes have been added to JobWatch to reflect Sales and or Purchase accounts in Sage 
50.  Note: Default nominal codes for sales and purchase accounts in Sage 50 are 4000 and 5000 
respectively but your business may well use a more extensive list which will also need to be 
reflected. 
 

• Departments, where used in Sage, are set up in JobWatch and exactly match. 
 

• The Sage tax codes (VAT T-Codes, eg T1, T0 etc) are setup in JobWatch and exactly match. 
 

• Add a default tax code (VAT code) to job types and stock items in JobWatch. 
 
When entering a financial transaction in JobWatch, it must be treated in the same way that you would 
enter a financial transaction in Sage 50.  You cannot post an invoice without a valid nominal code and 
tax code and it must be in the correct format.  The Sage 50 rules for posting a JobWatch invoice apply.   
 

Financial Settings Troubleshooting 
 
Q)  I have looked at my invoices in JobWatch and the nominal or department code is not visible. 
A) Go to JobWatch => My Account => Administration => Financial => Nominal or Department. 
 

You must enter the nominal codes that relate to the existing Sage 50 nominal accounts.  It is 
important that these are correct.  Check with your accountant or accounts department if you 
are unclear.  

 
Q)  I have looked at my JobWatch invoices and the tax codes say 20 not T1. 
A)  When entering a job and adding a financial line – where the tax code is set to 20, it is because 

the job type or stock does not have a default tax (VAT) code applied to it.    

 
Financial Settings Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Q)  What happens if an invoice does not have a valid tax or nominal code? 
A)  The invoice will fail the validation and it will return an error message.  It will not be passed 

into Sage 50. 
 
Q)  Can I create an invoice in Sage 50 and synchronise to JobWatch? 
A)  No.  The synchronisation process only synchronises an invoice from JobWatch to Sage 50 and 

when the invoice is “Marked as sent”.    Once an invoice has been “marked as sent” it can no 
longer be modified in JobWatch and is used as the trigger to synchronise to Sage 50. 
 

Q)  Can I synchronise stock items on a sales invoice? 
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A)  No.  Invoices are posted to Sage 50 as service invoices only.  Stock is treated as a text item 
only.  The stock in Sage 50 will not be updated from the sale created in JobWatch. 

 
Q)  How long does it take for the invoices to synchronise? 
A)  The integration is middleware software that runs on a Windows service.  We control the 

amount of time based on a service interval that runs on a frequency set in the user interface.  
It depends on what you are synchronising and how much data but normally we set the interval 
to be a minute as a minimum.  

 
Q)  I have posted a detailed invoice and the job order number populates the customer order 

number.  When I update the invoice however this field is not shown in the sales ledger only 
the sales order.  Can you update the sales order number instead? 

A) This is a limitation with the Sage system, the sales order number field is only 7 digits long 
which means that the PO reference must be 7 characters or less.  This is impractical and 
doesn’t cater for most customers needs, so the customer order number field which is 30 
characters was used.  When synchronising invoices, there is an option in the sales ledger 
screen to view the sales invoice. 

 
Q)  I have invoices that have been entered and marked as sent but not synchronised. I have 

manually entered these invoices to Sage 50.  How does the integration cater for previously 
entered transactions? 

A)  When the integration is set up for live running, the implementer will agree a start date for the 
synchronisation to run, any transaction that has been entered before this point will be 
excluded.   
 
All previous invoices before this date are assumed to exist in Sage 50 already and were posted 
manually. 
 
 
Before we start the process, we ask that you to set the synchronisation flag on any invoices 
that previously manually entered before the start date. See below synced column. 
 

 
 

Q) Why? 
A) When you email a copy of an invoice entered before the start date of the synchronisation.  If 

the invoice was marked as sent, the date against that invoice is modified to the date you 
email the copy.  
 
The significance of this means that if date is after the transaction start date and was not 
previously marked as synchronised, it will assume that it is a new invoice and will 
synchronise the invoice with Sage 50. 
 
You will now have an invoice in Sage 50 that has been entered twice; once manually and 
now automatically.  
 
To flag an invoice as synchronised, you will need to go to My Account => Administration => 
General Account settings => Financial.   
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Change the financial integration type to “Sage 50” and set the option “Financial documents 
are synchronised with Sage” to Manually.   

 
 You will now be able to flag any previously entered invoices as synchronised.  
 
Q)  I create an invoice for a site account – where does the invoice get posted to? 
A)  The routine reads the invoice or credit note and it checks the account reference held against 

the contact record – CRM => Financial => Terms.  Where it is empty, it checks to see whether 
the contact record is assigned to a parent record.  It performs the same check and returns 
the account reference.   It is this reference that the invoice is posted to in Sage 50. 

 
Q)  What happens if the site account is not linked to a parent and it does not have an account 

reference? 
A)  Where an invoice is entered for an account that has no reference or is linked to a parent 

without an account reference or not linked to a parent, the invoice will fail validation and it 
will return an error message.  

  
Q)  I want to post transactions to a different currency.  What do I need to take into consideration? 
A) When posting transactions from JobWatch to Sage 50, the currency of the transaction needs 

to match the currency of the customer or supplier account.  The exchange rate must be set 
in Sage 50 against each currency. 
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Advanced Integration Options 
 

Contact Synchronisation 
 

Contact Synchronisation Method Options 
When synchronising contacts, there are 3 options available.  
 

• Synchronising contact records from JobWatch  

• Synchronising customers and/or suppliers from Sage 50  

• Synchronising both directions 
 
From JobWatch 
A contact is created in JobWatch and placed in the relevant contact group (customer or supplier) and 
then updated to Sage 50. 
 
From Sage 50 
A contact is created in Sage as either a supplier or customer.  It is updated to JobWatch and placed 
in the correct contact group. 
 
Both Directions 
When synchronising contact records both ways, the integration routine will first synchronise in order 
of Sage 50 to JobWatch, and then from JobWatch to Sage 50.  Where changes have occurred in the 
same record in JobWatch and Sage 50, JobWatch will be overwritten. 
 
If you are unsure as to which option is best for you, or you need more information, speak to our 
Implementation Team. 
 

Financial Integration – Advanced 

 
Nominal Ledger 
The user interface between JobWatch and Sage 50 provides a lower and upper limit of nominal codes 
to synchronise with JobWatch.  The synchronisation routine will synchronise changes made in Sage 
from the point of go live with the integration and it will synchronise only the nominal codes specified 
between the lower and upper limits.  The reason for this is to prevent unwanted nominal codes from 
being synchronised into JobWatch.  
 
N.B.  The integration routine will not synchronise control or bank accounts.  
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Sales Receipts (payment in against sales invoices only) 
The integration routine provides the option to synchronise receipts that are posted from Sage 50 or 
payments recorded in JobWatch.  It is important to note that the system will support one option or 
the other, it does not support both. 
 
We would always recommend recording sales receipts in Sage 50. 
 

JobWatch Payments 
Payments recorded in JobWatch are based on the base currency of the company and can be processed 
for both “standard VAT” and “cash VAT” accounting Sage 50 companies only.   The VAT rules for 
posting payments for cash and standard VAT companies are as follows: 
 
Cash VAT Accounting 

• The invoice must be exist in the sales ledger for the payment to allocate.  

• Where an invoice has not been posted, the payment will fail and will continue to retry 
posting until the invoice exists.  The log file will be updated to reflect this. 

• Where a payment made in JobWatch is greater than the value of the invoice, the payment 
will fail, and a log entry will be updated.  ***See notes 

• The Sage 50 receipt posted, will reflect the VAT rates that are associated with the 
transaction lines.  

• The payment posted to an invoice in Sage 50 can be part paid or paid up unto the full 
payment value of the invoice transaction. 

• The payment currency is always the currency of the Sage company.   
 
Standard VAT accounting 
The rules for posting a standard accounting payment are: 

• The payment will be allocated to an invoice where exists against the sales ledger or posted 
as a payment on account where an invoice does not exist. 

• The payment tax will always be T9 to reflect no VAT against the invoice. 

• Where a payment is greater than the value of the invoice, the payment will fail, and a log 
entry will be created.  ***See notes 

• The payment can be part or up to the full payment value of the transaction. 

• The payment currency is always the currency of the Sage company 
 
Notes: 

•   
 

Once done, a new payment can be added and processed in the normal way. 
 
Q)  Can I record payments for multi-currency invoices from JobWatch.   
A)  No.  The payments routine will record the payment in the base currency of the company only.  

There is no routine to process multi-currency payments from JobWatch.  If using multi-
currency, you will need to record receipts in Sage 50. 

 
 
Q)  How do I process refunds?   
A) Refunds are processed in Sage 50 only.  You cannot record negative or overpayments made 

against an invoice. 
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Q)  I have accidently recorded an overpayment – what do I do?   
A) Where an overpayment exists, a log entry is created for the invoice.  The payment status is 

marked as complete to prevent the payment from retrying.  A transaction log file is created 
and will continue to process until the payment is resolved.   
To resolve the payment error, the payment must be: 

 

• Deleted in JobWatch 

• Removed from the Transaction log file 
 

Purchase Orders 
The integration for purchase orders requires that the contacts in the suppliers group contain a valid 
Sage 50 account reference.   The option available for purchase orders enables you to automatically 
place an order as “on order” within Sage 50. 
 

Currencies – processing transactions for multiple currencys 
Transactions (Invoices, Credit Notes, Quotations and Purchase orders) are processed according to 
the currency of the JobWatch transaction.   The rules for posting a multi-currency transaction are: 
 

• The currency of the transaction must match the currency of the Sage 50 account record.  
Where this is not the case, the transaction will fail, and an error will be raised against the 
transaction in JobWatch. 

• The currency of the transaction must exist in Sage 50.  Where it does not exist, an error will 
be thrown to advise the user of the issue. 

• The currency exchange rate of the currency must be set in Sage 50 before posting 
transactions.  Where an exchange rate does not exist in Sage 50, an error will be thrown to 
advise the user of the user. 

• Where using multi-currency, payments can only be made from Sage 50 only. 

• The system will not process multi-currency JobWatch payments. 
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Advanced Integration – Frequently Asked Questions 
  
 
Q)  I want to synchronise from JobWatch to Sage 50, do credit limits, payment terms, account 

balances and account status still come from Sage 50 if I need them? 
A)  Yes.  Whilst it does depend on the synchronisation and options chosen for credit limits, 

payment terms, account balances and status, if you choose to synchronise then JobWatch 
only these will come across.  

 
Q)  I have purchased the advanced link and want to synchronise contact records, but I have 

contacts that are customers and suppliers.  What do I need to consider? 
A) Similar to Sage 50, a contact record must only be either a customer or a supplier record, it 

cannot be both. You will need to create a supplier contact as well and add this to the supplier 
group.  

 
Q)  I want to synchronise customers but not suppliers, is there a setting to control this? 
A)  Yes.  There is a setting in the user interface to control what you want to synchronise.  
 
Q)  What happens if I do not want to synchronise contacts – just the credit limits or balances? 
A)  You can choose not to synchronise contacts and choose to synchronise credit limits, 

payment terms, account balances and or account statuses. 
 
Q)  I see a message telling me that terms are not agreed - what is this? 
A)  In Sage 50, when you have agreed your trading terms with your customer or supplier you 

should tick this box to confirm you have done it within each records.  It is found in the credit 
control screen at the foot of the page.  Once it is ticked it stops the message appearing each 
time you open the account record.  

 
Q)  How do I know when new accounts are created when I synchronise from JobWatch to Sage. 
A)  There are two ways that new accounts can be identified when creating new accounts from 

JobWatch contacts.  You can create a report in Sage 50 which when run, will identify any 
new account numbers or the terms agreed field within the customer can default to false to 
then enable you to review the customer list to identify any customers who do not have 
terms agreed.  

 
Q)  I want to synchronise accounts from Sage 50 to JobWatch – how does JobWatch know which 

contact group to use? 
A)  Sage 50 has no concept of contact groups.  When creating new customers or suppliers in 

Sage 50 and then synchronising them to JobWatch, a default contact group for customers 
and suppliers is provided.   

 
Q)  I have multiple customer groups in JobWatch that will have contacts that we need linking to 

Sage 50 account customers; how does this work with the integration? 
A)  The user interface provides a setting to control the JobWatch group(s) that will be read in 

JobWatch.  Any contacts in these groups will be synchronised with Sage 50 customers and or 
suppliers.   
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Q)  I want to synchronise contacts from both ways, but I am worried about how the address gets 
synchronised.  How does the address look when it is synchronised? 

A)  The address is linked by the fields outlined below: 
 

• JobWatch postcode is linked to Sage 50 postcode 

• JobWatch city is linked to Sage 50 county  

• JobWatch street is linked to Street 1, Street 2 and Town 
 
 

Example – synchronisation method – both directions  
 
A contact is created in JobWatch and it is synchronised to Sage 50.  

 
 

Sage will display: 
 

  
  
 The routine reads the address in JobWatch and splits the street address by its comma – the 

last field will always be the Town in Sage 50.  The first two fields will always be Street 1 and 
2.  Any fields in between that are ignored as there is no fields available in Sage 50.  
 

Q)  Do customer delivery addresses get synchronised as well as customers? 
A)  No.  Only the customer account gets synchronised (if option chosen).   
 
Q)  I want to synchronise newly created contacts from JobWatch to Sage 50 – how does the 

JobWatch contact record get its account reference? 
A)  When synchronising from JobWatch to Sage 50, you have two options.  You can manually add 

the account reference, or we can set the integration to automatic.   
 

Manual – setting the account reference to manual means that a user would look at Sage and 
decide the next available account reference.  They would enter this manually against the 
contact record in JobWatch in the correct place.  When the routine runs next, it would 
generate the account in Sage 50. 
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Automatic – setting the account reference to automatic means that JobWatch will generate 
the next number.  It uses a combination of letters from account name and it appends a number 
to it.   Currently, the process looks at the JobWatch records and ascertains what the next 
number is.  It does not check Sage 50 first.  
 
Contact Format and number append options are: 
➢ 3, 4 and 5 characters from the contact name. 
➢ 001, 0001, 00001. 
Example:  Where a contact record is called TEST Company and you set the option to 3 
characters and 001, the account reference would be TES001. 
 
The pros and cons are: 
➢ Pro - The reference is automatic and does not require user intervention  
➢ Con - The reference uses the contact references in JobWatch to determine the next 

available reference.  Where an inactive record from Sage 50 does not exist in JobWatch , 
it could potentially have the same reference.  When an update is attempted an error will 
be returned. 

➢ Con - The format of contact name reads the first characters only so if you have Mr J 
Evans, then the format will be MrJE001 or Mrj001.   

 
Q)  I am synchronising from Sage 50 to JobWatch but have accounts that are marked as inactive 

so do not exist in JobWatch.  Do I have to enter these accounts in JobWatch? 
A)  No.  The routine ignores inactive customers or suppliers in Sage 50, so you do not need to 

enter these accounts in JobWatch. 
 

Q)  I am synchronising from Sage 50 to JobWatch and they are live accounts but do not exist in 
JobWatch.   Can these be synchronised? 

A)  These contacts will need importing into your JobWatch system prior to the integration being 
switched on. 

 
Q)  I operate multi-currency with a mixture of contact currencies for sales and purchase ledger 

accounts, but when I synchronise contacts from JobWatch to Sage 50 all of the contacts are 
created in my base currency.   Where do I enter the currency? 

A) At present there is no mechanism for recording currency against a contact record and the 
country is a manual entry field.  As such, when the account record is created, you must 
manually add the country and currency in Sage 50. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  


